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Reconnective Healing®

About Reconnective Healing and The Reconnection

As a doctor, Eric Pearl ran a highly successful chiropractic practice for 12 years until one day when patients began reporting that they felt 
his hands on them – even though he hadn’t physically touched them. Patients soon reported receiving miraculous healings from cancers, 
AIDS-related diseases, epilepsy, chronic fatigue syndrome, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid and osteoarthritis, birth disfigurements, cerebral 
palsy and other serious afflictions. His patients’ healings have been documented in six books to date, including Eric’s own international 
bestseller, The Reconnection: Heal Others, Heal Yourself, now published in over 30 languages!

Eric travels the globe extensively throughout the year bringing the light and information of Reconnective Healing onto the planet. He 
teaches practitioners how to activate and utilize this new, all-inclusive spectrum of healing frequencies that allow us to completely 
transcend “energy healing” and “technique” to access a level of healing beyond anything anyone has been able to access prior to 
now! To date, he has taught this new level of healing to more than 55,000 people in more than 70 countries, bringing about a spontaneous 
generation of healers worldwide.

www.TheReconnection.com

Access a new, more comprehensive spectrum of 
healing than has ever been attainable prior to now!

Reconnective Healing not only includes yet expands beyond any and all known forms of “energy” healing. The 
Reconnective Healing spectrum is comprised of the full healing and evolutionary continuum of energy, light and 
information, and has brought about unparalleled worldwide reports of healings from serious afflictions including:

 • Cancer
 • AIDS-related diseases
 • Epilepsy
 • Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
 • Multiple Sclerosis
 • Rheumatoid and Osteoarthritis
 • Cerebral Palsy
 • ... plus many mental and emotional afflictions

The Reconnection brings in "new" axiatonal lines (part of a timeless network of intelligence and parallel-dimensional 
circulatory system) that enable us to standardize unique vibratory levels and frequencies for healing and, ultimately, for 
our evolution. The Reconnection activates these new lines, allowing for the exchange of energy, light and information, 
the reconnection of DNA strands and the reintegration of 'strings'.

For more information about Reconnective Healing and The Reconnection, or to make an appointment, please contact 
your local Reconnective Healing practitioner listed above.

Schedule Your Appointment Today By Calling
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